Dim-sum and snacks - 点心 & 小吃

Traditional dim-sum and snacks. Recommended during a casual drink and a perfect choice as a starter.

1. Steamed shrimp dumpling
(Xia jiao)
蝦餃

2. Steamed chicken-shrimp
dumpling (Shao mai)
燒買

3. Fried pork dumpling
(Jiaozi)
餃子

Fresh steamed shrimp
dumpling, made with love by our
chefs in Panda’s Kitchen.

A well known dumpling,
especially loved in Hong Kong.

4 pieces per order.

€ 4,95

Traditional fried dumpling filled
with pork, served with vinegar.
Popular dim-sum choice in Asia
during afternoon tea.

€ 4,75

4 pieces per order.

5 pieces per order.

€ 4,35

4. Vegetables-pork dumpling
(Fan Guo)
粉果

5. Chicken spring rolls
(Chun guen)
春卷

6. Mini vegetarian spring
rolls (Xiao chun guen)
小春卷

Fresh steamed big dumpling filled
with vegetables and pork. Due
to the size also known as the big
brother of dumplings.

Chinese spring rolls freshly made
with unique recipe.

Small bites without meat.

3 pieces per order.

€ 2,85

4 pieces per order.

€ 3,95

€ 4,95
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6 pieces per order.

Dim-sum and snacks - 点心 & 小吃

Traditional dim-sum and snacks. Recommended during a casual drink and a perfect choice as a starter.

7. Fried wonton
(Zha wonton)
炸餛飩

8. Spicy shrimp dumpling
(Zha shui gao)
炸水餃

9. Curry fish balls
(Gali yu dan)
咖哩魚蛋

Savoury wonton dumpling filled
with chicken and shrimp, fried for
a crispy taste.

Fried shrimp dumpling seasoned
with Malaysian spices.

Hong Kong curried fish balls,
skewered.

4 pieces per order

4 pieces per order.

€ 5,45

2 skewers per order.

€ 4,45

€ 3,80

P

10. Sesame shrimp
(Zhima xia)
芝麻蝦

11. Malaysian chicken satay
馬來雞沙爹

12. Malaysian beef satay 馬來牛沙爹

Chinese sesame shrimp, fresh and
carefully prepared.

Charcaol grilled
Malaysian chicken satay.
(Available only in restaurant)

Charcaol grilled
Malaysian beef satay.
(Available only in restaurant)

2 pieces per order.

4 skewers per order.

4 skewers per order.

12 skewers per order.

12 skewers per order.

€ 5,75

€ 5,95

€ 9,50
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€ 7,50
€ 11

Dim-sum and snacks - 点心 & 小吃

Traditional dim-sum and snacks. Recommended during a casual drink and a perfect choice as a starter.

13. Malaysian lamb satay
馬來羊沙爹

14. Malaysian shrimp satay
馬來蝦沙爹

Charcaol grilled
Malaysian lamb satay.
(Available only in restaurant)

Charcaol grilled
Malaysian shrimp satay.
(Available only in restaurant)

3 skewers per order.

3 skewers per order.

9 skewers per order.

9 skewers per order.

€ 8,50
€ 14

€ 8,50
€ 14
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15. Malaysian
4 season satay
馬來四季沙爹
Charcaol grilled Malaysian satay
3 skewers chicken
3 skewers beef
3 skewers lamb
3 skewers shrimp
(Available only in restaurant)
12 skewers per order.

€ 26,50

Soups - 湯

In Asia, soups are often chosen as starter of energy boost during a work day.
These carefully selected soups from Panda’s Kitchen are made with care.

16. Wonton soup
(Wonton tang)
餛飩湯

17. Shrimp-bamboo dumpling soup (Shuijiao tang)
水餃湯

18. Chicken tomato soup
(Fanqie tang)
番茄湯

Light soup with chicken-shrimp
wontons.

Shrimp-bamboo dumplin soup.

Asian style chicken tomato soup.

€ 5,40

€ 3,90

20. Wonton noodle soup
餛飩湯麵

21. Shrimp-dumpling
noodle soup
水餃湯麵

€ 4,40

19. Spicy-sour soup
(Suan latang)
酸辣湯
Rich-filled soup with chicken, tofu,
mushroom and vegetables.

€ 4,90

Noodle soup with
chicken-shrimp wontons.

€ 8,50
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Noodle soup with
shrimp-dumpling.

€ 9,75

Rice and Noodles (One-plate meals) - 碟頭餐
Excellent standalone meal for lunch or dinner. Personalize your meal by choosing
your favourite choice of ingredient. Each meal is freshly prepared by our top chefs.

22. Fried rice
(Chao fan) - 炒飯
Fried rice, popular meal in Asia.
Combine with your
favourite ingredients.

23. Special chau fan
(Yangchou chau fan)
揚州炒飯
Chinese style fried rice with meat
and shrimp.

24. Fried noodles
(Chao mian) - 炒麵
Fried noodles, popular meal in
Asia. Combine with your
favourite ingredients.

Vegatarian - 菜 € 8,50
Chicken - 雞 € 10,50
Beef - 牛 € 11,50
Mix: Chicken, Squid, Shrimp € 14
Shrimp - 蝦€ 14,50

€ 15,50

Vegatarian - 菜 € 8,50
Chicken - 雞 € 10,50
Beef - 牛 € 11,50
Mix: Chicken, Squid, Shrimp € 14
Shrimp - 蝦€ 14,50

25. Hong Kong fried noodles
(HK Chao mian) - 香港炒麵

26. Fried rice-noodles (Chao
mifen) - 炒米粉

Perfectly fried to a crispy bottom
combined with an unique sauce
on top.

Hong Kong style fried rice-noodle.
Great choice for those who like
rice as much as noodles!

27. Singapore style fried
rice-noodles
(SG style Chao mifen)
新加坡 炒米粉

Vegatarian - 菜 € 8,50
Chicken - 雞 € 10,50
Beef - 牛 € 11,50
Mix: Chicken, Squid, Shrimp € 14
Shrimp - 蝦€ 14,50

Vegatarian - 菜 € 8,50
Chicken - 雞 € 10,50
Beef - 牛 € 11,50
Mix: Chicken, Squid, Shrimp € 14
Shrimp - 蝦€ 14,50
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Fried rice-noodles with pork and
shrimp. Made with traditional
Singapore recipe. Very popular in
Southeast Asia.

€ 13,95

Rice and Noodles (One-plate meals) - 碟頭餐
Excellent standalone meal for lunch or dinner. Personalize your meal by choosing
your favourite choice of ingredient. Each meal is freshly prepared by our top chefs.

28. Fried udon:
(Chao udon)
炒烏冬面

29. Hong Kong spaghetti
(Yidali mian)
意大利面

Fried udon prepared with Panda’s
Kitchen secret soy sauce.

Tomato sauce spaghetti prepared
with a creamy milk base.

Panda’s Kitchen special - Chinese
white rice with fresh made tomato
sauce.

Chicken - 雞 € 11,50
Beef - 牛 € 12,50
Mix: chicken,squid,shrimp € 15
Shrimp - 蝦 € 15,50

Chicken - 雞 € 11,50
Beef - 牛 € 12,50
Shrimp - 蝦 € 15,50

Chicken - 雞 € 11,50
Beef - 牛 € 12,50
Shrimp - 蝦 € 15,50

31. Rice with corn sauce
(Yumi fan)
玉米飯
Chinese white rice with fresh
made corn sauce. Sweet and
fresh taste.
Chicken - 雞 € 10,50
Beef - 牛 € 11,50
Fish - 魚 € 12,50
Shrimp - 蝦 € 14,50
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30. Rice with tomato sauce
(Fanqie fan) - 番茄飯

Dishes (Sharable)

In Asia, eating together is very important among families. Family members living far away from each other
often meet up together to share this special occasion. In Panda’s Kitchen we have wide selection of dishes for
table-sharing. These dishes comes with white rice and is also suitable to be consumed as a standalone meal.

32. Extra white rice
(Bai fan)
白炒

33. Sweet and sour dish
(Gulu Ji)
咕噜

34. Pineapple dish
(Boluo)
菠蘿

Cooked white rice is free of
charge upon ordering other
table-share dishes. Extra cooked
white rice is always an option.

Sweet sour dish pineapple dish
combined with your favourite
choice of ingredient. Prepared
with unique recipe.

Light pineapple dish with
tender meat.

€ 1,95

Tofu - 豆腐 € 10,95
Chicken - 雞 € 11,95
Shrimp - 蝦 € 14,95

35. Hong Kong curry dish
(Gali)
咖哩

36. Oyster sauce dish
(Haoyou)
蠔油

37. Black bean dish
(Douche)
豆豉

Hong Kong style curry combined
with your favourite
choice of ingredient.

Hong Kong style oyster sauced
dish combined with your favourite
choice of ingredient.

Hong Kong style black soybean
dish combined with your favourite
choice of ingredient.

Chicken - 雞 € 11,50
Beef - 牛 € 12,50
Fish - 魚 € 13,50
Shrimp - 蝦 € 15,50

Chicken - 雞 € 12,30
Beef - 牛 € 13,30
Shrimp - 蝦 € 16,30

Chicken - 雞 € 12,30
Beef - 牛 € 13,30
Squid - 鱿魚 € 14,30
Shrimp - 蝦 € 16,30
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Chicken - 雞 € 11,95
Beef - 牛 € 12,95
Shrimp - 蝦 € 15,95

Dishes (Sharable)

In Asia, eating together is very important among families. Family members living far away from each other
often meet up together to share this special occasion. In Panda’s Kitchen we have wide selection of dishes for
table-sharing. These dishes comes with white rice and is also suitable to be consumed as a standalone meal.

38. Garlic flavoured deluxe
shrimp (Suan dao xia)
蒜頭大蝦

39. Tomato sauce deluxe
shrimp (Fanqie dao xia)
番茄大蝦

40. Salt and pepper dish
(Jiaoyan)
椒鹽

Extra large deluxe shrimp prepared with utmost care by the
head chef. Addictive deliciousness, order with caution!

Extra large deluxe shrimp prepared with utmost care by the
head chef. Addictive deliciousness, order with caution!

Popular dish since ancient China.

5 pieces per order.
€ 29,40

5 pieces per order.
€ 29

41. Sichuan dish
四川

42. Kung Po dish
宮寶

Sichuan flavour combined with
your favourite choice of ingredient.

Kung Po flavour combined with
your favourite choice of ingredient.

Chicken - 雞 € 21,95
Beef - 牛 € 22,95
Squid - 鱿魚 € 23,95
Shrimp - 蝦 € 25,95

Chicken - 雞 € 21,95
Beef - 牛 € 22,95
Squid - 鱿魚 € 23,95
Shrimp - 蝦 € 25,95
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Tofu - 豆腐
Chicken - 雞 € 10,80
Squid - 鱿魚 € 13,80
Shrimp - 蝦 € 14,80

43. Tofu with fish
(Doufu yu qiu bao)
豆腐魚球煲
Tofu with fish-filets cooked with
Hong Kong sauce.
€ 21,90

Dishes (Sharable)

In Asia, eating together is very important among families. Family members living far away from each other
often meet up together to share this special occasion. In Panda’s Kitchen we have wide selection of dishes for
table-sharing. These dishes comes with white rice and is also suitable to be consumed as a standalone meal.

44. Chinese style mixed
vegetables
(Zhong guo chap choi)
中國混合蔬菜

A meal without vegetable is not a
complete meal in Asia. Favourite
dish for Asian parents. This dish is
cooked often in combination with
meat to encourage kids who are
picky with vegetables.

45. Dutch style mixed vegetables (Helan chap choi)
荷蘭混合蔬菜
Mixed Dutch vegetables with a
fresh light taste.
Vegatarian - 菜 € 8
Chicken - 雞 € 10
Beef - 牛 € 11
Shrimp - 蝦 € 14

46. Fu yong dan
芙蓉蛋
Scrambled eggs with tomato.
Vegatarian - 菜 € 9,50
Chicken - 雞 € 11,50
Beef - 牛 € 12,50
Shrimp - 蝦 € 15,50

Vegetarian - 菜 € 8,50
Chicken - 雞 € 10,50
Beef - 牛 € 11,50
Shrimp - 蝦 € 14,50

47. Peking duck
(Beijing Kaoya)
北京烤鸭

48. Grilled pork belly
(Hua nan)
火腩

49. Grilled lean pork meat
(Cha sieuw)
叉燒

Well known dish, grilled duck
often called Beijing duck.

Cantonese style grilled pork belly.
Tender meat with a crispy bite.
Popular dish in Southeast China.

Chinese grilled pork.
Popular dish in China.

€ 18,50

€ 14,50
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€ 13,50

Drinks
Soft Drinks
Small Cola/Seven-up/cola light/Fanta
Medium Cola/Seven-up/cola light/Fanta
Large Cola/Seven-up/cola light/Fanta
Apple juice/Orange juice
Bitter lemon/tonic/ice tea
Small Still/Sparkling mineral water
Medium Still/Sparkling mineral water

€ 2.25
€ 3.25
€ 4.50
€ 2.75
€ 2.75
€ 2.25
€ 2.25

Hot Drinks
Coffee
Espresso
Cappuccino
Coffee with whipped cream
Tea

€ 2.25
€ 2.25
€ 3.00
€ 3.00
€ 2.25

Beers
Small Beer
Medium Beer
King size Beer
Corona bottle
San Miquel bottle
White Beer bottle
Dark Beer bottle

White Dry
White Sweet
Red
Rose

€ 2.75
€ 4.00
€ 5.50
€ 5.00
€ 4.50
€ 4.50
€ 4.50

Wines
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€ 3.75
€ 3.75
€ 3.75
€ 3.50

